like to get your opinion on. It relates to a pedestrian crossing at
the intersection of Dixon Streen and Cuba Mall. Dixon Street is a
busy inner city street and Cuba Mall is for pedestrians only and as
such carries a high number of pedestrians.
Currently the intersection has two signalised crossing points for
pedestrians, one at either side of Cuba Mall and they are located
where a footpath would normally run as an extension across
Dixon Street. Each has “calling points” to call for traffic to stop,
and a green man for pedestrians to cross.
Wellington City has proposed to install a rainbow coloured
pedestrian crossing as per attached plan, between the signalised
crossing points. This is to celebrate the LGBT community in that
part of the city. According to rules set for traffic signs and road
markings, this is not legal a) because the colour coding of road
markings is very prescriptive as to their meaning, and b) road
markings or signs are not supposed to promote a cause or a
product regardless of its worthiness or value.
But aside from the legalities I am asking for your view as to
wether you consider this a safety issue for people with
disabilities. I recall your and s 9(2)(a) presentation to Traffinz
last year and your call for consistent and clear traffic markings
and pedestrian design. Is there any chance that the rainbow
crossing could be misinterpreted as a zebra crossing and create a
risk for people with disabilities and to an unsuspecting pedestrian,
which could have serious or possibly fatal consequences? Could it
be confusing and distracting to drivers along Dixon Street
creating hazardous situations? What do you think?
We have worked with Wellington City to promote options of
creating such rainbow features on parts of Cuba Street where it
could not be misunderstood as a road marking, but a message or a
cause only. They are adamantly wanting to proceed, but we do
not agree this is a safe and acceptable solution in keeping people
safe. Are we overstating the risk?
Find the latest transport news, information, and advice on our website:
www.nzta.govt nz
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